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Patty in Story and Veronica Magazine - news posted on August 1st 2008

Miss Brard (who's on holiday until mid-agust) appears in the latest issue of two
magazines:
* Story (a celebrity gossip magazine) about her house in Ibiza.
* Veronica Magazine (a TV guide) about how the diva is going to spend her vacation.
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Patty: a snorer? - news posted on August 6th 2008

Silence, a company that produces anti-snoring sprays, has recently conducted a
survey in the Netherlands. One question of this poll has dealt with the subject of
"snoring and celebrities". 40% of the Dutch people think that Patty Brard snores
because of her bad habits!!!
Source: De Telegraaf/Vrouw – Silence

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
José Hoebee in Diva & Donna - news posted on August 11th 2008

Photo courtesy of the Official José
Hoebee Fan Club

The women's magazine, Diva & Donna, has published in its latest issue an article on
José Hoebee. The Luv' singer wants to make more solo performances.
Source: Forum/Official José Hoebee Fan Club
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Repeat of Sterrenslag with Bonnie & José on Hilversumbest - news posted on August
13th 2008

Jos Theuns, who regurlarly updates José Hoebee's official fan site, gave a good tip:
there's a repeat today at 1:58 pm on Hilversumbest (a TV channel) of "Sterrenslag",
a show of 1984 featuring Bonnie & José. Actually, Jos had this tip from Yvonne (of
the Bonnie St. Claire Club). So thanks Yvonne and Jos!!!!
To watch the programme on internet during its broadcast time, you can click here and
then click on "start het kanaal".
José formed an occasional duo in the mid-1980's with her best friend in showbiz,
singer Bonnie St. Claire. The ladies scored two hits on the Dutch Top 40:
Cassandra (#24 in 1984) and Zoals Vrienden Doen (#36 in 1985).
Source: Yvonne (Bonnie St Claire Club)/ Jos Theuns (Official José Hoebee Fan Club)

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
Patty Brard: Back In Business!!! - news posted on August 25th 2008

Patty Brard and her "Shownieuws" colleague, Viktor Brand
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The Dutch TV diva and Luv' singer, Patty Brard, spent her holidays from August 1st
to August 18th in Alaska with her parents who celebrated their 60th wedding
anniversary. Now she's back in Holland to co-host with Viktor Brand "Shownieuws"
(the daily entertainment newsmagazine on SBS 6) again.
Moreover, the panel game show "Wie Ben Ik?" with Patty and Gerard Joling will be
broadcast from September 13th on SBS 6.
source: Official Patty Brard Fan Site / SBS 6

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
José in Diva - news posted on August 25th 2008

The women's magazine, Diva, has published in its latest issue an article and
an interview of José Hoebee which carry the headline: "José has become older
and wiser".
Source: Forum/Official José Hoebee Fan Club
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José and Patty to perform with other gay icons in Amsterdam - news posted on August
25th 2008

As I've recently written it on the site, José Hoebee will be performing in Café
Montmartre in Amsterdam on August 29th 2008. The exact hour: 00:30 am.
Patty Brard will also be performing live the same evening in another venue (Mix
Café) at 01:30 am.
These shows are part of a special night (Sterrengala) with Dutch gay icons such as
José, Patty, Bonnie St. Claire, Justine Pelmelay and Annie Schilder.
Source: Official José Hoebee and Patty Brard Fan Clubs
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José Hoebee in "Brabant VIP Series of Poker" - news posted on August 27th 2008

José took part in August 23rd and 24th in the recording of "'Brabant VIP Series of
Poker", a TV programme on the "Brabant 10" channel. This poker tournament (with
celebrities from North Brabant playing for charity) took place in Holland Casino in
Breda and will be broadcast on October 2nd.
source: BN DeStem / Brabant 10
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